Oyster Shells

Drawing inspiration from the ocean and nearby fishing boats, artist Cris
Reverdy has created a sculptural interpretation of oyster shells, native to
this area. The decorative shells also function as a raised flower bed.
In an effort to imitate nature, full and fragmented shells were indiv
idually sculpted and arranged just like the sea delivers them to our
shores. Reverdy chose to use texture rather than color to define the
oversized shells. The inherent roughness of concrete so closely resembles
the random layers and ridges of the exterior, and provides contrast to the
few that lay upside down. These show the smoother inside of the shell
painted with the telltale markings of the oyster.
The center of the sculpture functions as a raised bed for planting
using a variety of native grasses and flowers, some growing up and
through the barnacles, just as algae and other living species grow in and
around shells on the ocean floor.
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Artist: Cris Reverdy

creverdy.com
concrete, cement, mortar, wire/mesh

About the Artist

Cristina Reverdy has spent more than 30 years making a living through
her art. Although painting has been her primary and most consistent
focus through the years, Cris is driven by a desire to explore and
experiment with new materials. Her passion for pushing beyond the
boundaries of conventional use and application, is most apparent in
her sculptural work. Her belief that anything is possible, coupled with
infinite curiosity, and a fearless approach contribute to the variety and
authenticity of her work.
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We encourage you to engage and interact
with this mural by sharing your thoughts and
photos with us:

#artsbarnstable #HyArts
@artsbarnstable
facebook.com/ArtsBarnstable

